CDG DIVERSITY COMMITTEE LGBTQIA+ RESOURCE PAGES

PODCASTS
A Gay and A NonGay
Bad With Money
Bisexual Real Talk
Dead For Filth
Disability After Dark
Dumb Gay Politics
Food 4 Thot
Gender Reveal
Homo Sapiens
Hoodrat To Headwrap
LGBTQ&A
Making Gay History
Nancy
One From The Vaults
Outward: Slate’s LGBTQ Podcast
Pants
Queerology
Queer
Still Processing
The Read
Translash

WHO TO FOLLOW
Abby Wambach
Alexandra Billings
Alok Vaid-Manon
Billy Porter
Chase Strangio
Chris Mosier
Dan Savage
Glennon Doyle
Janet Mock
Late to Lesbian
Laverne Cox
Out & Equal
Same Sex Parents
Scott Turner Schofield
Them
Wanda Sykes

FILMS
A Fantastic Woman
Beautiful Thing
Boys Don’t Cry
BPM (Beats Per Minute)
Brokeback Mountain
But I’m a Cheerleader
Carol
Desert Hearts
Go Fish
God’s Own Country
Happy Together
High Art
Keep the Lights On
Lingua Franca
Longtime Companion
Looking for Langston
Love Simon
Love! Valor! Compassion!
Madchen in Uniform (1931)
Madchen in Uniform (1958)
Ma Vie en Rose
Milk
Moonlight
My Beautiful Laundrette
My Own Private Idaho
Pain and Glory
Pariah
Parting Glances
Philadelphia
Poison
Portrait of a Lady on Fire
Saving Face
Scotty and the Secret History of Hollywood
Tangerine
Taxi Zum Klo
The Birdcage
The Boys in the Band
The Handmaiden
The Laramie Project
The Normal Heart
The Queen
Weekend
CDG DIVERSITY COMMITTEE LGBTQIA+ RESOURCE PAGES

**DOCUMENTARIES**
- Paris is Burning
- Nitrate Kisses
- Silverlake Life: The View From Here
- The Trans List
- Disclosure
- The Death and Life of Marsha P. Johnson
- How to Survive a Plague
- Pride
- The Celluloid Closet
- P.S. Burn This Letter Please

**TV SHOWS**
- Angels in America
- Betty
- Dear White People
- Difficult People
- Euphoria
- Everything’s Going to Be Ok
- Gentleman Jack
- Grace & Frankie
- Killing Eve
- Looking
- Modern Family
- My So Called Life
- Please Like Me
- Pose
- Queer as Folk
- Queer Eye
- RuPaul’s Drag Race
- Schitts Creek
- Sex Education
- Six Feet Under
- Special
- Tales of the City
- The Bisexual
- The L Word
- Transparent
- Twenties
- Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt
- Vida
- Will And Grace
- Work in Progress

**BOOKS**
- All Boys Aren’t Blue // George M. Johnson
- Amateur A Reckoning With Gender Identity and Masculinity // Thomas Page McBee
- Beyond the Gender Binary // Alok Vaid-Menon
- Chelsea Girls // Eileen Myles
- Detransition Baby // Torrey Peters
- Giovanni’s Room // James Baldwin
- Here For It // R. Eric Thomas
- How We Fight For Our Lives // Saeed Jones
- Kings, Queens & In-betweens // Tanya Boteju
- Let The Record Show // Sarah Schulman
- Like a Love Story // Abdi Nazemian
- On Being Different by Merle Miller: What It Means to Be a Homosexual // Merle Miller
- On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous // Ocean Vuong
- Our Lady of the Flowers // Jean Genet
- Real Queer in America // Samatha Allen
- Red, White & Royal Blue // Casey McQuiston
- Redefining Realness: My Path to Womanhood, Identity, Love & So Much More // Janet Mock
- Sissy A Coming of Gender Story // Jacob Tobia
- Sister Outsider // Audre Lorde
- The 2000s Made Me Gay // Grace Perry
- The ABC’s of LGBT+ // Ashley Mardell
- The Color Purple // Alice Walker
- The Deviant’s War: The Homosexual vs. the United States of America // Eric Cervini
- The Good Book // Peter J. Gomes
- The Prophets // Robert Jones Jr.
- The Queer Advantage // Andrew Gelwicks
- The Queer Bible: Essays // Edited by Jack Guiness
- They Both Die at the End // Adam Silvera
- This Book is Gay // Juno Dawson (Formerly wrote under the name James Dawson)
- This Bridge Called My Back // Writings by Radical Women of Color
BOOKS (CONTINUED)
Transgender History: The Roots of Today's Revolution // Susan Stryker
We Are Everywhere // Matthew Riemer and Leighton Brown
When Brooklyn Was Queer // Hugh Ryan
Wow, No Thank you // Samantha Irby
Zami // Audre Lorde

CHILDREN’S BOOKS
Call Me Max // Kyle Lukoff
It Feels Good to be Yourself // Theresa Thorn
Love Makes a Family // Sophie Beer
Sparkle Boy // Lesléa Newman
What are Your Words // Katherine Locke
Worm Loves Worm // J.J. Aust

POETRY
A Change of World // Adrienne Rich Barnhart
Coconut Milk // Dan Taulapapa McMullin
Danez Smith // Don't Call Us Dead Daylight // Roya Marsh
GENESIS // Crisosto Apache
If They Come For Us // Fatimah Asghar
Interpretive Work // Elizabeth Bradfield
Living as a Lesbian: Poetry // Cheryl Clarke
Night Sky with Exit Wounds // Ocean Vuong Radiance // Emanuel Xavier
Selected Poems // C.P. Cavafy
The Tradition // Jericho Brown
When the Chant Comes // Kay Ulanday Barrett
When the Only Light is Fire // Saeed Jones
Women of Resistance: Poems for a New Feminism // Danielle

COMMUNITY + SOCIAL JUSTICE
Black Trans Travel Fund
G.L.I.T.S.
Intransitive.org
Lavender Rights Project
LGBTQ Freedom Fund
Los Angeles LGBT Center
Movement Advancement Project
PFLAG
Pride at Work
Silvia Rivera Law Project
The ACLU
The Okra Project
Trans Lifeline
Transgender Law Center

NEWS & MEDIA
IN Magazine
Metro Weekly
Out Magazine
The Advocate
the gaily grind

ARTICLES
From local heroes to international superstars, meet 30 LGBTQ trailblazers
LGBTQIA+ affirmation and safety: 'Belonging, like air, is a fundamental human need'
Nonbinary Alaska Air Workers Hurt by Dress Code, ACLU Says
How Religion and LGBTQ Rights Intersect in Media Coverage
What Does It Mean To Be Gender-Fluid?

HEALTH & MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
COLORS LGBTQ Youth Counseling Services
GAY THERAPY LA
Los Angeles LGBT Center
The Center for Transyouth Health and Development
The Trevor Project
Crisis Text Line - Text HOME to 741741

SAGE LGBT ELDER HOTLINE -
877.360.5428

National Sexual Assault Hotline -
800.656.4673 / 888.628.9454 (esp)